WE NEED YOUR HELP
to improve the
EGRANARY DIGITAL LIBRARY

Have you used any of the following **portals** inside the eGranary?

- ✔ The Global Disability Rights Library
- ✔ Global Disability Rights Library French Resources
- ✔ Assistive Technology
- ✔ Basic Disabilities Information
- ✔ Capacity Building for Non-Governmental Organizations
- ✔ Disability Related Blogs and Narratives
- ✔ Disabled People’s Organizations (DPOs) and Disability-Oriented Organizations
- ✔ General Human Rights Information
- ✔ Poverty and international Development

Tell us what **you** think so we can improve each portal...

Take the **user portal evaluation**!


(Just choose which survey you wish to complete, you may fill out more than one survey)